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Oct 26, 2019 I'm using an Intel Bay Trail NUC and need a custom bios. It's better to use AMIBCP? Because I can not find help with the procedure. A: Actually, i don't have any experience
with AMIBCP, but I think it is very easy to use it's capabilities for dell mini 9 bios. You need to use TinyUIF "tutorial" and download the generic bios. Then you can open the "tutorial" with

AMIBCP and flash it with the generic bios. More Information: You can open this tutorial with AMIBCP via floppy disk: WARNING: This tutorial may damage your computer or can cost you
dearly, depending on what you do and how you do it, just think on it. Have a nice day! pH-Dependent Pseudo-Equilibrium of Polymerization Is an Important Factor in the Shape Memory
Behavior of Thermoplastic Polymer Films. The application of various stimulus-responsive materials and responsive films is greatly limited by the poor mechanical strength of the polymer

itself. The weak mechanical strength is usually caused by its relaxation process at various temperatures. In this work, we exploit the shape memory (SM) behavior of polymeric films to solve
this problem. A biocompatible temperature-responsive elastomer, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM), has been employed to produce an elastomeric matrix film through a conventional
casting process, and the SM behavior of the resulting film was investigated. At elevated temperatures, the pNIPAM matrix exhibits a volume phase transition (VPT) and an associated volume

change. Consequently, the matrix film shrinks to a contracted shape at elevated temperatures, whereas it recovers its original shape at room temperature. When a strained polymer film is put in
a shape fixative at room temperature, the film gradually returns to its original shape when heated at the polymer's VPT temperature. The shape fixative is removed at the recovery temperature,
resulting in a permanent strain. The deformation-induced shape memory (DISM) behavior of the polymer films is found to be dependent on the pH of the shape fixative, which is attributed to

the pH-dependent equilibrium of polymerization. Furthermore, the fixed strain can be successfully utilized to control the
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See also BIOS Firmware Firmware Bios List of BIOS vendors BIOS hacking Computer system References Category:Computing peripherals Category:Firmware Category:BiosQ: How to add an action to a link in Vim in Ruby How would you create a vim command that adds an action to a link in a webpage? For example, the following link: Collapse How would you
write a vim command that adds the data-toggle attribute (action) to it? A: You can accomplish this with the following command: :%s/]*>//gi | %s/data-toggle="collapse"//gi Where %s is the substitution command and | is the "or" operator. I am creating a new thing in my company. I want to have a "culture". This is a place that the organization feel is best for them. I
want to be sure it does not compete with our existing culture. There is a list of things I have asked them to do. However, I want to remind them that if they create something outside the culture they will be considered disloyal and removed. I want to create a simple model for them so that they can visualize what they are creating as a rule of thumb. I would love to hear
what YOU think. Please add your comments. A question for the audience: What things do you think I should be asking them? (see my example above)Q: I would like to know the position of the user in a image, until I use the cvCascadeClassifier::detectMultiScale I would like to get the position of the user, after applying the cvCascadeClassifier::detectMultiScale to an
image. The structure of the image is similar to the figure below. The image was modified in a function, using the mouse and convert to black the squares and circles in yellow. The lines in blue are the lines that I would like to find using the cvCascadeClassifier::detectMultiScale. I thought it was a good idea to save the coordinates of the user's cursor in an array (
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